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Experience the “art of what’s possible” and demonstrate 
the benefits of your new intelligent edge solution

You’re considering a new edge-data solution in your organization because you know it has the potential to  

deliver major business results. But first you’ll need to demonstrate the potential and get everyone on-board  

from the very beginning. 

Whether it’s senior management, stakeholders or end users that you need to convince, you’ll want a tangible 

proof of concept. And this can be difficult to do when the technology is new to your business. Solution 

JumpStart is the answer.

Solution JumpStart is a Zebra Signature Service that creates the “art of what’s possible” so you can visualize 

your new intelligent edge solution to gain buy-in. It also helps you optimize a related application so you can 

re-start a stalled solution. With support from the industry leader in connected edge devices, you’ll be sure to 

accelerate your project and deliver against your business objectives.

Reveal the “art of what’s possible”
Through solution incubation, innovation and concept development, Zebra experts work directly on your 

solution to provide a watertight proof of concept. This will give you the impetus to speed up project delivery 

and see the real benefits of your intelligent edge solution much sooner.

Learn from successful projects
Best practice sharing is a core part of Solution JumpStart. It gives your teams access to the latest software 

engineering and app development ideas. At the same time, it cuts the costs of investing in training while freeing 

your IT teams to focus on their core skillsets.

Overcome typical project obstacles
When there aren’t enough IT resources to prove the value of a new technology it can cause major delays. With 

Solution JumpStart you can make sure this doesn’t affect the progress of your new intelligent edge solution. You’ll 

get expert guidance and support to prove your concept early on.

For more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature 
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At-a-Glance: Solution JumpStart 

Quickly implement new ideas by proving how  
they will make an impact on your organization 

– only with Solution Jumpstart

for more information, visit www.zebra.com/signature
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Overview Business Impact

Best practice 

sharing

IT teams receive guidance on new and proven approaches to 
successful app development.

Expert guidance from Zebra is based on the latest software 
engineering techniques, including insight into rapid integration 
pathways for Zebra technologies.

Offers the latest guidance to speed up your solution 
development.

Helps identify answers to complex problems relating to 
legacy infrastructure and applications.

Solution 

concept 

development

Businesses can rapidly architect and develop unique concepts and 
demos to help solve key challenges—especially those involving 
intelligent edge solutions. 

Zebra experts offer direct involvement in developing your unique 
solution concepts.

Develops unique concepts and demos to prove the value 
of new intelligent edge solutions.

Reduces app development costs and proof of concept 
demos.

Brings together the benefits of your new solutions and 
the latest Zebra technology.

Why Zebra? 
At Zebra, we recognize that for businesses to compete they must become as 

smart and connected as the world we live in. While other providers focus on their 

own products, we focus on your business priorities. Solution JumpStart is just one 

example of how we do this. It de-risks the introduction of a new intelligent edge 

solution and accelerates your project so you can quickly meet business goals.
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